Between sea and Calabria

Beach. Sea. Taste.
Camping village Torrenova is surrounded by the beauties of nature of the calabrian Ionian coast,
just a few minutes from the centre of Cirò Marina. Unexplored territory of a millennial history
which deserves to be revealed in its archaeological sites and lived in every period of the year.
Born as a family-run holiday village, Camping Village Torrenova offers its customers the chance
to spend unforgettable holidays on the uncontaminated sea of t he Ionian Calabria
that has awarded for years the European Blue Flag and Green Flag for its beach ideal for the children.

Camping Village Torrenova covers over 3.7 acres (1.5 ha) surrounded by typical dense Mediterranean vegetation.
Here you will find a private beach, 110 pitches for campers, caravans and tents, 40 bungalows
and 11 prefab houses, an amphitheater for shows and entertainment, our restaurant U Morzeddu
and many other services available for our guests.
The new management wants to valorize the beauties and excellences of the territory
and to offer services for young people and families, lovers of food and wine and culture,
in a context of nature, sea and enchanting beaches.

Five beauties
Our strengths for an unforgettable experience
Location directly by the sea with private beach
Wonderful sea with its crystalline water from blue to green that will make you dream.

Flavors of the typical gastronomy
U Murzeddu restaurant’s cuisine offers high quality, fresh and genuine dishes typical of this region.

Bar service
Where you can taste fresh pastries from the early hours of the day.

Cirò DOC wine tasting
First Calabrese wine awarded with the Controlled Denomination of Origin since 1969.

Effe Animazione, professional team
Will add the sweet finale of a holiday to tell.

Accomodations
Prefab houses

Bungalow

Caravan and touring pitches

Different in types and sizes, all
with private bathrooms,
surrounded by greenery and all just a
few meters from the sea. The 5 beach
front houses enjoy an exceptional sea
view and are complete with all comforts.

One, two and three-room apartments,
for 2, 3, 4 and 6 people, 10 meters
from the beach and all with private
toilets. All in masonry, with
bathroom, kitchenette and
shaded covered front patio.

Three different caravan-tent
pitches sizes, Mini, Medium
and Maxi, to accommodate your
tent, your camper or your
caravan. All surrounded by greenery
and just a few steps from the sea.
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CiròServices
Marina
Our
Minimarket
Where you will find all the essential goods.

U Morzeddu Restaurant
Newly opened and located on the terrace near the beach overlooking the sea it offers typical Calabrian dishes,
the exquisite DOC Cirò wine, as well as pizzas with a wood-fired oven. The restaurant consists of 2 rooms:
one indoor air-conditioned and one outdoor sea-view.

Music Bar Boom-Bastic
For the young and for their fun, it is newly opened.
In this area there will also be table football and table tennis.

Sanitary Facilities
In our holiday village three sets of restrooms are located.

And also...
Coin operated
laundry service

Transfer from/to
Crotone airport

Free power
connection

Contact Us
Contrada Torrenova snc
Cirò Marina KR - 88811

SP2

www.campingvillagetorrenova.it
info@campingtorrenova.it
+39 350 538 0923
camping.village.torrenova
BY CAR |

From A3 Salerno Reggio Calabria Motorway,
Sibari exit, continue to the SS106 highway
to Catanzaro/Reggio Calabria,
then take Cirò Marina exit, follow the
indications to “Campeggio Torrenova”.

BY TRAIN |

Cirò Marina F.S. train station.
Shuttle service is available on reques from
Cirò Marina and also from Crotone.

BY PLANE |

Crotone Airport at 35km.
Lamezia Terme Airport at 140Km.

BY BUS |

Direct Flixbus from Bologna, Verona, Firenze, Roma
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